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MARTIAN SINUOUS RIDGES: EXPLORING THEIR 
PALEOCLIMATE SIGNIFICANCE; S.M. Metzger, Desert Research Institute, 
Quaternary Sciences Center, 7010 Dandini Blvd, Reno, NV, 89512. 

Despite close scrutiny over the past five years, a range of interesting ridges on 
Mars has defied a convincing explanation. These sinuous ridges may have resulted from one 
or more gemorphic processes, including some unique to that planet, and as such could 
reveal important paleoclimate events. Martian sinuous ridges (MSR) comprise a number 
of variations including Dorsa Argentea's complex, apparently overlapping and intersecting 
features, Utopia's parallel, slightly arcuate and regularly spaced "Thumbprint" Terrain, 
the singular ridges within southern Utopia channels that have large widths relative to their 
channels, and the Argyre features that run unbroken for great distances in a moderately 
dendritic pattern. Proposed formation mechanisms have embraced aeolian, fluvial, glacial, 
karst, lacustrine, and mass-wasting processes (and combinations thereof), each of which 
carries major climatic implications. This update will attempt to frame the arguments for 
and against some of the formation mechanisms offered to date and thereby demonstrate the 
importance of these discussions in understanding Martian surficial processes. 

Aeolian Ruff [ I ]  examined the Dorsa Argentea ridges and terrestrial analog linear 
dunes. While both groups appear to have intersecting and superimposed junctions between 
adjacent segments, the terrestrial dunes either terminate one against the other or migrate 
one across the other. Although the Dorsa ridges and terrestrial analog dunes appear very 
similar and Martian linear dunes are not unknown [2], the comparison with other MSR 
examples is not nearly as close since vital aeolian associations are missing. 

Fluvial Rice and Mollard [3] related inverted terrestrial desert fluvial channels to 
ridges found in Mangala Vallis, Auqakah Vallis, Argyre Planita, and Dorsa Argentea. The 
process entails the cementation of gravel bedload lag with subsequent differential erosion of 
the less resistant bank material by deflation or other mechanisms. The geometries of the 
terrestrial examples are broadly relevant to MSR but are far more variable than the 
consistent ridges in Argyre and somewhat less complex than those in Dorsa. This process 
may pertain to the ridges within the southern Utopia channels. 

Metzger [4] proposed a self-channeling ice-leveed debris flow outburst to explain 
the Argyre ridges, a process that could occur under current Martian conditions. The 
Argyre basin floor is probably not sufficiently inclined to maintain the modest sinuosity of 
the ridges found there. Likewise evidence is lacking for levee breaches or distal fans 
common to debris flows on such slopes. 

Glacial Kargel and Strom [5] proposed that the single, sharp crested ridges in 
Argyre and the ridge complex in Dorsa Argentea are esker systems developed from the 
stagnation of glacial ice with subsequent formation of melt water oceans in the northern 
hemisphere [6] .  The ridges are similar in many ways to terrestrial eskers except that 
they are far more geometrically consistent, especially considering their great lengths [7 ] .  
Furthermore, it is difficult to recognize other crucial glacial features and eskers don't tend 
to form the "anastomosing" patterns found in Dorsa. Still, the ridges within the southern 
Utopia channels closely fit the model of late-stage glacier stagnation esker formation 
within Nye tunnel valleys. 

It is also possible that ground water discharge created short-lived shallow ice pans 
in the Argyre basin which experienced sub-ice soft sediment deformation or ice push that 
created the ridges plastically. Conversely, the ridges may represent crevasse fillings 
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formed from dirt-laden melt water. 
Grant and Schuttz [8] have suggested that the "Thumbprint" terrain in Utopia and 

lsidis may be the result of intermittent ablation recessional moraines, possibly from 
former polar caps. Lockwood and Kargel [9] consider this terrain to be Rogen moraines. 
Informal discussions at past LPSC's considered that such terrain could develop when a 
sublimation-lag dust blanket forms atop a Martian dusty "snow" pack and periodically 
sloughs off in broad sheets. Snow and ice incorporated within these ridges would then 
sublime to leave pits and "kettles" along the ridge crests. 

Karst Relatively little study has been performed on the role thermokarst processes 
may play in the formation or destruction of MSR. The creation of pingos and large scale 
linear ice extrusion features may provide aeolian sediment traps or talus piles after which 
the causative ice protrusion is eliminated. 

Lacustrine Numerous authors [lo] have recognized evidence of lacustrine episodes 
at various scales and regions on Mars. Such activity produces currents that develop spits, 
bars and berms. These arcuate features would be common and have the consistent elevation 
indicated by the Argyre ridges but are not likely to maintain the consistent widths of the 
Argyre ridges nor form in mid-basin and as independent of shore features as those ridges 
appear to be. Detailed topography is needed to refine the discussion of lacustrine features. 

Mass Wasting Rice and Mollard [3] propose that the "Thumbprint" terrain could be 
generated from a process wherein slabs of soil and regolith experience shallow slope 
failure and accumulate as parallel ribs, probably aided by moisture and ground frost. This 
explanation, or that of simple soil creep, may better relate to the ridges within the 
southern Utopia channels, especially since river undercutting was responsible for 
initiating slope failure in the terrestrial analog study site. 

Conclusion The climate ramifications of each of the above processes are considerable and 
may in some cases link to global scale events while others are very much a local 
phenomenon. It is also clear that several of the responsible MSR formation mechanisms 
could dovetail quite well in a realistic scenario of geologic complexity. The geomorphic 
analysis of the Martian sinuous ridges has such great potential to reveal important 
paleoclimate events that it deserves a high priority in future missions. 
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